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Audio 
Section 3 15.2 of the Act includes “sound” in the definition of            
pornographic material - a legal first. Pornographic audio porn         
might be: 
 

● Written erotica read aloud. Advantageous for visually       
impaired persons. The BBFC do not classify or regulate         
text, so what about readings, or automated text-to-speech        
applications? 

● A sexually suggestive soundtrack generated via foley 
● A soundtrack of real sexual acts (a video of which could           

be explicit, or show only discreet shots of curling toes) 
 
How will the BBFC determine classification for audio materials?         
Will there be a public consultation?  
 
Sex Worker Websites 
Many independent UK sex workers publish erotic images and         
video to advertise their services - from escorts to professional          
BDSM providers. Are these advertising materials “pornographic”       
for the purposes of age verification?  
 
Sex worker clients value their privacy and will not be willing to            
use age verification to browse sex worker websites. If sex          
workers therefore cannot rely on online advertising and need to          
go back to working for exploitative bosses, or on the street, this            
will put them at greater risk of abuse and violence. Will the BBFC             
act to keep sex workers safe? 

 



Low-Income Websites 
Sex bloggers receive micropayments from advertising. Niche       
porn sites have tiny profit margins and audiences. These sites          
play a valuable social role in promoting knowledge sharing,         
empathy and acceptance, consent and safe practice, and        
building community. Will the BBFC take a proportionate approach         
and focus on websites which under 18s are more likely to see? 
 
On-Demand Programme Services 
Section 3 14.6 of the Digital Economy Act states that “on-demand           
programme services” are exempt. Since on-demand programme       
services will not have to age verify users, how will the BBFC            
determine which websites are on-demand programme services? 
 
Protecting User Privacy 
Age verification providers will have access to highly sensitive         
data including user logins and porn browsing histories of millions          
of people: a tempting target for hackers. When people’s sexual          
habits are outed like this, it causes immense harm and risk of            
suicide. Age verification providers are only required to comply         
with General Data Protection Regulations - minimal privacy rules         
for standard web forms.  
 
Credit card data is protected via specific, robust privacy         
standards (PCI DSS). The porn browsing data accumulated        
during age verification is far more sensitive than credit card          
information, with far greater potential harm if leaked. The basic          
GDPR rules are completely insufficient to keep it safe.  
 
What can the BBFC do to prevent a massive data breach, hold            
age verification providers to account, and avoid loss of life? 

 


